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Abstract Background Identifying pneumonia using diagnosis codes alone may be insufficient
for research on clinical decisionmaking. Natural language processing (NLP) may enable
the inclusion of cases missed by diagnosis codes.
Objectives This article (1) develops a NLP tool that identifies the clinical assertion of
pneumonia from physician emergency department (ED) notes, and (2) compares
classification methods using diagnosis codes versus NLP against a gold standard of
manual chart review to identify patients initially treated for pneumonia.
Methods Among a national population of ED visits occurring between 2006 and 2012
across the Veterans Affairs health system, we extracted 811 physician documents contain-
ing search terms for pneumonia for training, and 100 random documents for validation.
Two reviewers annotated span- and document-level classifications of the clinical assertion
of pneumonia. An NLP tool using a support vector machine was trained on the enriched
documents. We extracted diagnosis codes assigned in the ED and upon hospital discharge
andcalculatedperformance characteristics fordiagnosis codes,NLP, andNLPplusdiagnosis
codes against manual review in training and validation sets.
Results Among the training documents, 51% contained clinical assertions of pneumonia;
in the validation set, 9% were classified with pneumonia, of which 100% contained
pneumonia search terms. After enriching with search terms, the NLP system alone
demonstrated a recall/sensitivity of 0.72 (training) and 0.55 (validation), and a preci-
sion/positive predictive value (PPV) of 0.89 (training) and 0.71 (validation). ED-assigned
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Background and Significance

Pneumonia is the leading cause of death from infectious
disease in the United States, with over 50,000 deaths1 and 1
million hospitalizations annually.2 Patients commonly pre-
sent to the emergency department (ED) with respiratory
symptoms, physiologic signs of infection, and an abnormal
chest X-ray; however, the presenting signs and symptoms
are often subjective and nonspecific, with substantial over-
lap with other diseases.3 Pneumonia is a syndrome, with no
true gold standard for diagnosis. Physicians may initially
have a suspicion of pneumonia based upon initial clinical
information, which can be either supported or weakened by
diagnostic studies (laboratories, chest imaging). Identifying
the underlying pathogen causing pneumonia is often delayed
or elusive, with fewer than half of all cases of pneumonia
resulting in a microbiologic confirmation of disease, even
with aggressive testing.4 The diagnosis of pneumonia thus
carries with it substantial uncertainty, which makes it an
excellent clinical scenario inwhich to studymedical decision
making.

Large epidemiologic studies of pneumonia typically use
diagnostic coding to identify their study populations.5 Princi-
pal diagnosis codes are entered manually by coders who
review the entire episode of care, including physician notes,
workup during the hospitalization, laboratory results, and
discharge summary, to identify the chief reason for admission
at the end of the entire encounter. ED patients in the Veterans
Affairs (VA) systemwhoarehospitalized are assigned an initial
International Classification of Disease-9th Edition (ICD-9)
code for the ED encounter, and a final hospital ICD-9 code
upon discharge. However, the diagnosis is often uncertain or
incomplete by the time the physician completes his/her man-
agement in the ED, as many tests ordered to inform the
principal diagnosis, such as microbiologic cultures, do not
result immediately. Many patients initially managed in the
ED for suspected pneumonia are found tohave a differentfinal
diagnosis, and thus caseswith themostdiagnostic uncertainty
may be lost by the traditional approach.

Capturing the diagnostic hypothesis at the timeof the initial
presentation is possible through an analysis of the text in
clinical documents. Unlike diagnostic coding, ED physician
notes are typically completed during or shortly after the ED
visit, and thus may better reflect working diagnostic hypoth-
eses at the point of care, especially for hospitalized patients.
Natural language processing (NLP) is a method of automated

data extraction that converts unstructured free text to struc-
tured, encoded data by applying probabilistic or rule-based
algorithms to combinations of terms.6 It has previously been
applied to radiology reports for radiographic concepts of
pneumonia,7,8 and resulting tools have been used for both
surveillance9,10andprovidercognitive support.11NLPhasbeen
applied to pneumonia discharge summaries to automate sever-
ity of illness estimation,12 and text searching strategies have
been proposed to identify concepts of pneumonia within the
plan section of clinician documents.13However, noNLP system
has been developed to identify patients with assertion of
pneumonia from the physician’s initial clinical document.

Objectives

Our goal was to develop a novel approach to more accurately
identify patients initially treated for pneumonia in the ED
using text data. The aims of our study were to:

1. Develop and validate an NLP tool that identifies clinical
assertions of pneumonia from physician ED notes.

2. Compare ICD-9 codes, NLP, and combined classification
approaches against manual chart review for the identifi-
cation of clinical assertions of pneumonia within the text
of physician ED notes.

Methods

Study Population
All data were extracted and analyzed using the Veterans
Informatics and Computing Infrastructure (VINCI).14We iden-
tified all visits to the U.S. Veterans Affairs (VA) EDs throughout
the United States during the years 2006 to 2012 that had chest
imaging (computed tomography [CT] scan or chest X-ray)
obtained within 24 hours of the visit time and at least one
clinical document generated within 24 hours from the visit
timewitha standard note title consistentwith anEDnote or an
addendum. Fromthis corpusofclinical documents,weselected
two samples (►Fig. 1). First,we selected an enriched sample of
1,000documents that contained the search term “pneumonia,”
misspellings, and synonyms (►Supplementary Material A,
available in the online version). The rationale for selecting an
enriched data set versus a random sample was to enable our
algorithms tomaximize discrimination, as the proportionof all
patients with suspected pneumonia among all ED visits with
chest imaging would be expected to be less than 10%. Of the
1,000 documents selected, we excluded all documents that

diagnostic codes demonstrated lower recall/sensitivity (0.48 and 0.44) but higher
precision/PPV (0.95 in training, 1.0 in validation); the NLP system identified more
“possible-treated” cases than diagnostic coding. An approach combining NLP and ED-
assigned diagnostic coding classification achieved the best performance (sensitivity
0.89 and PPV 0.80).
Conclusion System-wide application of NLP to clinical text can increase capture of
initial diagnostic hypotheses, an important inclusion when studying diagnosis and
clinical decision-making under uncertainty.
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were not signed by a physician or that lacked the structure of a
clinical note. Second, we selected a random sample of 100
clinically relevant physician notes for validation not enriched
by search terms, to estimate the performance of different case
identification strategies among the entire population.

Definition of Clinical Assertion of Pneumonia
We classified each document for evidence of clinical assertion
of pneumonia, defined as whether or not the diagnosis of
pneumonia was suspected by the authoring clinician at the
time of the encounter. Using an annotation tool developed to
simplify annotation tasks,15 the documents were first prean-
notated with the preliminary list of pneumonia search terms.
Two human reviewers (B.J. and B.S.) then read 300 documents
in three batches of 100, with three adjudication sessions after
each batch. We selected and annotated 1,000 clinical docu-
ments from the enriched sample. In each document, reviewers
highlightedoneormore text segments, or spans, and classified
them into one of the four categories below. Reviewers then
classified the entire document. The reviewer classified each
span and document into one of four categories:

A. Certain pneumonia—provider proceeded with treatment
for pneumonia with no discussion of other alternative
diagnoses.

B. Possibly pneumonia—provider proceeded with treatment
for pneumoniabutmentioned thediagnosiswaspossibleor
probable, or listed additional possible diagnoses.

C. Possibly pneumonia—pneumonia was mentioned, but
provider asserted the suspicion was low, and they did
not proceed with treatment for pneumonia.

D. Certainly not pneumonia—provider did not mention
pneumonia at all, or indicated that pneumonia was ruled
out by diagnostic studies.

During the adjudication process for each document batch,
disagreements between reviewers were discussed, and we
developed an annotation guideline that documented our
final definition of each classification (►Supplementary

Material B, available in the online version). By the third
batch of 100 documents, a document-level classification
interrater agreement kappa of 88.3% was achieved, and the
remainder of the documents were annotated independently

by B.J. Both reviewers annotated the validation indepen-
dently, and disagreements were adjudicated.

NLP Tool Development
To develop an NLP classification tool that could be reliably
comparedwith ICD-9 coding strategies, we developed a classi-
fication that could distinguish A and B (assertions of certain or
possible pneumonia that was treated) from C and D (certainly
not pneumonia or possible, but not treated). The NLP classifi-
cationwas a combination of two levels of classifications: one at
the span level and the other at the document level. A study on
the annotationdata showed that formore than98%documents
thedocument-level classificationagreedwith the classification
of the last span in that document; this is consistent with the
structure of a physician note, in which the assessment is
organized at the end of the document. Thus, we took the
category of the last span-level classification (predicted by the
span-level classifier) as the category of the whole document.

The span-level classifier was built using the support vector
machine (SVM).16,17 We started by tokenizing the spans and
extracting both one-gram and two-grams as features. This
yielded a total of 15,928 features. Then, we performed a feature
selection to select the features with high discriminative power.
The feature selection processwas done as follows. First of all, we
discarded features that occurred in only one span. Next, for each
of the remaining features, we calculated the prevalence of
category A and B in the spans with the feature. Theoretically,
if the feature has little association with the category (i.e., little
discriminative power), then this prevalence should be close to
50%, the prevalence of category A and B in all the spans. There-
fore,we selected the features such that the prevalenceof A andB
was either below 10% or above 70%. This yielded a total of 1,775
features.

The spanswere thenconverted intobinary vectors using the
1,775 selected features as inputs for SVM, an approach pre-
viously usedwith some success to identify assertion classifica-
tion in the i2b2 corpora.18We chose the SVMwith radial basis
function kernel, which made it capable of classifying sets with
nonlinear boundaries.19Therewere twoparameters associated
with thiskernel: C andgamma. ByexperimentingwithCvalues
from 1 to 10 with step 1, and gamma values from 0.01 to 0.1
with step 0.01, we found that when C ¼ 6 and gamma ¼ 0.05,

Fig. 1 Study population.
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the SVM performed with the best accuracy. Therefore, these
values were chosen for the final model. Because we found
nearly 100% consistency between the last span and the docu-
ment-level classification, and thiswasclinicallyconsistentwith
the expected location of the most relevant information con-
tained in a clinical note, we trained the system to classify each
document based upon the value of last span from each docu-
ment. The parameter values were validated over the 10-fold
cross-validations process; the data segments usedwere all the
10 folds of data. The final model was the one trained on the
whole training data over a single pass.

Diagnostic Coding of Pneumonia
For each ED visit that generated the clinical documents
reviewed, we identified diagnostic coding for pneumonia
coding using the primary/principal ICD-9 code form pneu-
monia (481–486), or a secondary ICD-9 code for pneumonia
and a primary/principal ICD-9 code for sepsis (038.0, 038.11,
038.12, 038.x, 995.91, 995.92, 785.52) or respiratory failure
(518.81–84, 799.1), consistent with previous studies.5 In the
VA system, hospitalized patients receive an ICD-9 code both
at the time of the ED visit as well as at the end of the hospital
encounter. Therefore, of those ED visits that resulted in a
hospital admission, we identified both the ED-assigned ICD-
9 codes and discharge ICD-9 code.

Analysis
To test the span classification in the training set, we conducted a
10-fold cross-validation, partitioning the data randomly into
training and test sets to internally validate the model’s predic-
tions. The documents were divided into 10-folds of equal size.
Then, we held out one fold at one time, trained the SVM on the
spans of the documents from the remaining 9 folds, applied the
trained model to the last span of each document from the held-
out fold, andtook thatas theclassificationof thedocuments. This
process was conducted 10 times, and each time a different fold
was held out so that each fold was used for testing exactly once.
Theclassificationontheheld-out folds fromthe10timestraining
and testingwas thencombined to calculate the recall/sensitivity,
specificity, precision/positive predictive value (PPV) and nega-
tive predictive value (NPV). As the systemwas originally trained
to identify clinical suspicion at the span level, we calculated the
accuracyof SVM-assigned suspicion for pneumonia of each span
against manual review using a 10-fold internal validation.

For each document, we compared the accuracy of NLP
classification, ED-assigned ICD-9 coding, and hospital-
assigned ICD-9 coding against the gold standard of manual
review for clinical assertion of certain or possible/treated
pneumonia. Because ED-assigned ICD-9 codes are collected
very close to the end of the EDencounter in theVA system, and
we noted the PPV of ED-assigned ICD-9 coding to be high, we
also tested the accuracy of a combined NLP plus ED-assigned
ICD-9 coding approach, which identified a case treated for
pneumonia if it was classified as positive by either NLP or
ED-assigned ICD-9 code. For the validation set, we calculated
the proportion of positive cases identified with pneumonia
search terms and tested the performance of the NLP after
enrichment with search terms, since the NLP system was

designed to be processed on those documents. We calculated
the recall/sensitivity, specificity, precision/PPV, and NPV for
eachapproach in thetrainingandvalidation setsusing two-by-
two tables. All statistical analyses were performed using Stata
14 MP (StataCorp. 2015. Stata Statistical Software: Release 14.
StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas, United States).

Results

We identified 14,634,547 visits to 94 VA EDs throughout the
United States, of which 3,457,733 had chest imaging obtained
within 24 hours of the visit time. A total of 2,881,471 of these
visits had at least one clinical document generated within
24 hours from the visit time that had a standard note title
consistent with an ED note or an addendum; this generated
12,426,768 notes (4.3 documents per visit).

Among the 1,000 documents retrieved based upon the
pneumonia search terms selected, 189 were excluded due to
lack of relevant information or evidence of physician author-
ship, resulting in 811 represented complete EDnotes authored
by a physician (►Fig. 1). Two hundred thirty-two (29%) cases
were identified as certain pneumonia, 180 (22%) possible-
treated, 78 (10%) possible-not treated, and 321 (40%) as
certainly not pneumonia. The documents contained a total
of 1,281 spans of text fromwhich the NLP systemwas trained.

Among 171 documents retrieved for validation, 71 were
excluded due to lack of relevant information, resulting in 100
notes. Nine cases were identified as being treated for pneu-
monia.Among these, 100%containedpneumonia search terms.
The documents in the validation contained 114 spans of text.

Span-level classification demonstrated high accuracy
against manual review in the training set (►Table 1). Features
indicating high likelihood of a positive class included anti-
biotic terms and modifiers of the diagnosis (such as “com-
munity,” “acquired,” or “cap”); features identified in negative
classification included mention of medical history, negation,
and alternative diagnoses (i.e., “uri,” “edema”). ►Table 2

illustrates the performance characteristics of the classifica-
tion approaches against the human review in both training
and validation (complete contingency tables are available in
►Supplementary Material C, available in the online version).
Both methods of ICD-9 coding demonstrated higher positive
predicted value but lower recall/sensitivity against human
review for clinical suspicion of certain or possible-treated
pneumonia. TheNLP systemdemonstrated a recall/sensitivity
of 0.72 and precision/PPVof 0.94 in the training set (►Fig. 2),
althoughperformancedecreased in thevalidation (0.56, 0.71).
The combined approach of the NLP classification plus ED-
assigned ICD-9 codes—that is, classifying any NLP- or ED-ICD-

Table 1 NLP span-level performance using 10-fold cross-validation

Specificity 0.94

PPV 0.89

NPV 0.82

Abbreviations: NLP, natural language processing; NPV, negative
predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.
Note:N ¼ 1,281 spans of text within 811 documents from 811 ED visits.
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9 code-positive document as positive for clinical assertion of
pneumonia—demonstrated superior accuracy (sensitivity
0.89, PPV 0.80 in the validation).

►Fig. 3 shows the composition of assertions of pneumonia
in cases identified by each approach among the training docu-
ments. TheED-assigned ICD-9approach identified themajority
ofcertainpneumonia cases;however, it failed to identifya large
number of possible-treated cases. NLP classification and com-
bined NLP þ ED-assigned ICD-9 approaches identified a sub-
stantiallygreaternumberofpossiblepneumoniacases,without
increasing the number of false-positive cases.

Discussion

Our study describes the development and validation of anNLP
tool to identify cases with a clinical assertion of pneumonia

using clinical documents authored by clinicians treating ED
patients. When compared with the traditional approach to
identifying cohorts throughdiagnostic coding, ourNLP system
identified a larger number of patients initially treated with
pneumonia, in particular cases inwhich the diagnosiswas less
certain. A combined approach with ED-assigned diagnostic
coding and NLP classification demonstrated high sensitivity
andPPV.UsingNLP classification can thus enhance researchon
decision making for pneumonia by including a more clinically
relevant initial sample of patients.

A challenge to pneumonia research is that the diagnosis of
pneumonia carries a substantial degree of uncertainty, which
is difficult to capture using traditional approaches to cohort
selection. The diagnosis of pneumonia is thus a dynamic
process throughout a patient’s encounter with medical care,
and often providers must proceed with treatment of pneu-
monia plus several other possible causes of the patient’s
presentation. Our study found that ICD-9 coding identified
cases with clinical suspicion for pneumoniawith high PPV but
low sensitivity compared with human review, failing to cap-
ture nearly half of all of the cases that were treated for
suspected pneumonia in our enriched sample. This finding is
consistent with previous studies reporting low sensitivities in
diagnostic coding.20–22 Hospital discharge ICD-9 coding,
which is the most commonly used approach to identify
research subjects, occurs at the end of the patient’s encounter,
when there is less diagnostic uncertainty than the initial
encounter. In addition to concerns for inconsistencies in
diagnostic coding practices, the use of ICD-9 coding, while
possibly adequate to study the disease process of pneumonia,
fails to include a large number of clinical scenarios, especially
thosewith greater uncertainty in the diagnosis. We calibrated
our NLP classification tool to maintain a specificity of 0.95 in
the training set; with this, the NLP captured a greater number
of cases, many of which were treated as possible pneumonia
based upon the initial clinical document reviewed.

Capturing patients with diagnostic uncertainty is crucial
to understanding the process of decision making in medicine.
A recent report by the Institute of Medicine23 highlighted

Table 2 Accuracy of ED-assigned ICD-9, discharge ICD-9, NLP, and combined NLP þ ED-assigned ICD-9 codes to identify initial
clinical assertion of pneumonia

Approach Recall/Sensitivity Specificity Precision/Positive
predictive value

Negative
predictive value

ED-assigned ICD-9 Training 0.48 0.97 0.95 0.64

Validation 0.44 1.0 1.0 0.95

Hospital
discharge ICD-9

Training 0.45 0.92 0.89 0.54

Validation 0.67 0.99 0.86 0.97

NLP Training 0.72 0.95 0.94 0.77

Validation 0.56 0.98 0.71 0.96

NLP plus
ED-assigned ICD-9

Training 0.88 0.93 0.92 0.88

Validation 0.89 0.98 0.80 0.99

Abbreviations: ED, emergency department; ICD, International Classification of Disease; NLP, natural language processing.
Note: Performance characteristics are reported against a reference standard of manual chart review. Positive assertion of pneumonia is defined as
“certain” or “possible-treated” pneumonia.

Fig. 2 Signal detection plot of International Classification of Disease
(ICD)-based classification, natural language processing (NLP) classification,
and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the NLP classification.
The red square indicates the emergency department (ED)-assigned ICD
classification, and the orange square indicate the hospital assigned ICD
classification. Overall receiver operator characteristics area under the curve
of the NLP was 0.935, with 95% confidence interval ¼ [0.917, 0.953].
Thebluedot is theNLP classification (specificity ¼ 95%) calibrated tomatch
the ICD-based classification on specificity.
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diagnosis errors inmedicine as amajor challenge to delivering
quality health care, calling for more research and information
technology efforts toward understanding and improving the
decision-making process surrounding diagnosis. The rich data
infrastructure available through the evolving electronic health
record provides new opportunities to study and support
decisionmaking throughout the process of a patient’s encoun-
ter. To better understand the process of diagnosis andmanage-
ment of pneumonia, and to develop tools that support more
accurate diagnosis while acknowledging that treatment must
often occur under uncertainty, we must start with a group of
patients that reflect the reality of this uncertainty. NLP pro-
vides a new way to identify diagnostic hypotheses at the
patient’s initial presentation, to examine the evolution of
diagnoses throughout a patient’s encounter.

We recognize several limitations to our study. We trained
theNLP on a small, enriched sample ofdocuments using search
terms, and the performance characteristics of the NLP classi-
fication approach did degrade in the validation set. In a
qualitative error analysis of false positives from the validation,
the most common features were receipt of antibiotics for
another diagnosis or a nonspecific term sometimes associated
with pneumonia, such as “sepsis”; in the false negatives,
possible diagnoses that mentioned “r/o” (“rule out”) appeared
misinterpreted by the NLP as negative cases. We will apply
these findings to improve the classifier with future iterations.
Despite these errors, the combined approach that uses both
ICD-9 codes and NLP classification appeared promising. Addi-
tional training of the NLP system on a larger corpus of docu-
ments should be expected to improve its performance and is
the subject of futurework. Similarly, the validation set was also
small, and thus the characteristics reported may not exactly
reflect those of a random sample of ED visits with chest
imaging. However, we found the prevalence of search terms
among the study population to be 17%, near the 22% found in
the validation set, so the prevalence of patients treated with
pneumonia in the larger population is likely near 10%. The
human reviewers selected the spans against which the SVM

was trained and tested, and thus a span selection approach
must still be developed in order for the NLP system to be
automated.However, 100%of thespans containingevidence for
clinical assertion for pneumonia contained pneumonia search
terms; thus, we anticipate that a span selection tool that
extracts spans surrounding the pneumonia search terms will
be feasible. Accurately selecting documents that contain infor-
mation to reduce processing time is also a challenge, as we
found many documents that lacked relevant information. We
have since refined our document selection strategy to identify
the most clinically relevant documents for each visit, to opti-
mize the NLP processing of our national data set.

Our study suggests that NLP is a feasible and promising
technology that can extract concepts of clinical suspicion of
pneumonia throughout a patient’s encounter with medical
care. An approach that combined NLP with ED-assigned
diagnosis codes improved performance beyond eithermethod
alone. Further work is needed to identify additional opportu-
nities for NLP applications to better understand and support
medical decision making.

Conclusion

In a study designed to develop anNLP tool,we found that a large
proportion of patients initially treated for pneumonia were not
captured by the traditional cohort selection techniques that use
ICD-9coding.WedevelopedandvalidatedanNLP tool to identify
clinical suspicion for pneumonia at the initial presentation that
demonstrated high accuracy when combined with diagnostic
coding. TheNLP for pneumonia provides anewway to identify a
large population of cases of pneumonia for both research of
decision making and development of informatics tools.

Clinical Relevance Statement

The initial diagnosis of pneumonia can be uncertain. We
found that traditional approaches to identifying pneumonia
cases in population studies failed to capture a large number

Fig. 3 Composition of assertions of pneumonia among cases identified with each cohort selection approach in the training set.
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of cases initially treated for pneumonia, especially those
cases with possible pneumonia. NLP identified more cases
initially treated with pneumonia, which is critical when
studying decision making for pneumonia and designing
decision support. A combined approach of NLP plus ED-
assigned ICD-9 codes demonstrated the highest accuracy.

Multiple Choice Question

Which of the following important advantages to using natural
language processing (NLP) over diagnostic coding to define
patients treated for pneumonia were identified by the study?

a. NLP was more sensitive, capturing a larger number of
patients treated for pneumonia.

b. NLP was more specific, excluding a greater number of
patients who were not treated for pneumonia.

c. NLP captured a larger number of patients who were
treated for “possible pneumonia,” thus including patients
with the most diagnostic uncertainty.

d. a and c
e. All of the above.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is d, option a and c.
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